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Boost Mobile Offers New Customers an Apple iPhone SE for $0
The iPhone offer from Boost Mobile extends past the Memorial Day holiday

ENGLEWOOD, Colo., May 26, 2022 -- What: Boost Mobile introduces a special promotion for an
Apple iPhone SE (2nd generation) for $0 to new customers when they switch and bring their number
to Boost. The iPhone SE features a 4.7-inch Retina HD display, paired with industry-leading Touch ID
security. It is powered by the Apple-designed A13 Bionic, the fastest chip in a smartphone. iPhone SE
also features the best single-camera system ever in an iPhone, which unlocks the benefits of
computational photography including Portrait mode.

When/Where: The offer is available immediately to all new Boost Mobile customers now through June
7, 2022 at Boost Mobile retail locations.

How:  New customers can go to any Boost Mobile retail location to receive an iPhone SE for $0 when
they switch wireless service to Boost Mobile.

Why: Boost Mobile wants to make mobile service accessible to more consumers without sacrificing
quality or service. By offering an iPhone SE for $0, Boost Mobile demonstrates that value-add services
are the future of wireless service and gives consumers more power to create the mobile experience
that works best for them. Apple introduced the iPhone SE (2nd generation) in April 2020 at $399, the
most affordable iPhone, which quickly became a popular option for budget-conscious consumers who
still wanted a powerful network device. 

About Boost Mobile
Boost Mobile provides award-winning, best-in-class value and connectivity to U.S. wireless consumers
through access to the carrier’s Expanded Data Network and competitive consumer plans with no
annual service contracts. In 2020, DISH became a nationwide U.S. wireless carrier through the
acquisition of Boost Mobile. DISH continues to innovate in wireless, building the nation’s first
virtualized, standalone 5G broadband network. DISH Wireless L.L.C. operates Boost Mobile. DISH
Wireless L.L.C. is a subsidiary of DISH Network Corporation (NASDAQ: DISH). Learn more about Boost
Mobile online on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and YouTube.
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